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The Rave/Slam: The Best (or Worst) Movie Ever 

Assignment Options 
Our next couple assignments will be reviews. Today, I want you to write a “rave” or a “slam” of 
one of your favorite movies or a movie you despise.  

• A rave review explains why you thought this movie was one of the best ever. It was an 
instant classic. You were completely blown away by it. Everyone must see this movie, or 
they didn’t truly live! 

• A slam review shows your readers why this movie was truly horrendous. It was wretched 
in just about every way, including bad acting, an idiotic plot, mechanical dialogue, and 
meaningless scenes. Amplify and exaggerate just how bad this movie was.  

Assignment Directions 
You will write the first version of your rave/slam in class. Then, I want you to take it home and 
write a revised version and send it to me through Blackboard.  

This in-class assignment is a warm-up for our next major assignment, the review. A typical 
review is much tamer, more objective, and less emotional than a rave or a slam. That’s why I 
want you to let yourself go a bit with this rave or slam. Go overboard. Stretch yourself. 
Exaggerate. Don’t let up. Be entertaining.  

Audience: To determine your audience for this piece, you’ll look up the key demographic 
audience that the movie was targeting. This will also be your audience for the piece.  

Assignment Requirements 
• You will have about 30 minutes to write this assignment in class.  
• This rave/slam is worth 25 points.   
• Your rave or slam should about 300-500 words.  
• Make sure your name appears in the document, so I know you wrote it.  
• You are welcome to include images if you like.  
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Review: New Experiences  
Assignment Prompt 

For our next major paper, I would like you to write a review of something new you have 
experienced. You can choose what you want to review, but your review needs to be about 
recent events or materials, and it should fall into one of the categories below. If you are 
unsure, please conference with me to discuss topics.  

You may review any of the following:  

• A recent movie (within the last 12 months) 
• A current television show (streaming, network, or cable) 
• A new music album (within the last 12 months) 
• A new book (within the last 12 months) 
• A new video game (within the last 12 months (AAA games) or within the last 24 

months (indie games) 
• A restaurant in the West Lafayette/Lafayette area. 

In your review, you should address both positives and negatives of the thing you are 
reviewing, but this does not have to overall be a positive review. Share your experience 
regardless. Be critical and open about what you observe. Make a recommendation to your 
reader about whether they should watch, listen, play, visit… give them your opinion, good 
or bad.  

Genre Notes 

A review typically includes an introduction that grabs the readers, a description or 
summary of your topic, and it discusses your topic’s strengths and weaknesses. In class, we 
will talk about coming up with a list of “common expectations” that most people would 
share about this kind of movie, restaurants, concert, or event. You will use these common 
expectations to explore your topic’s strengths and weaknesses. 

Also, include one or more images in your paper that show what you are reviewing. You can 
use photos you took yourself, or you can use images taken from the Internet.   

Audience Notes 

Your review should be written to appear in the Exponent, Purdue’s campus newspaper. 
Keep in mind that most of the Exponent’s readers are college students, but this newspaper 
does have other devoted readers, such as faculty, staff, administrators, alumni, and 
community members.  

Assignment Objectives  

The objectives for this assignment are to demonstrate your ability to— 

• Use inquiry and research to generate the content for a review 
• Identify a set of common expectations that you and your readers share 
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• Develop a new angle on your subject that sets your review apart from other reviews 
of your subject 

• State a clear thesis statement or main point that your review will support or prove 
• Summarize your subject in an interesting and descriptive way 
• Explore the strengths and weaknesses of your subject in a reasoned way 

Assignment Requirements 

Your review should meet the following requirements:  

• Your review should be about 1100-1200 words in a double-spaced document with 
1-inch margins on all sides.  

• Include at least one image related to the content you are reviewing. 
• Please put your name at the top of the first page and include a creative title.   
• Use Cambria, Times New Roman, Georgia, Helvetica, or Garamond typeface with a 

12 pt. font size. 
• All work should be submitted as a Microsoft Word Document. I do not accept Google 

Docs, links to assignments, or PDFs.  
• This assignment should be submitted to me through our course Blackboard site. I do 

not accept coursework through email. 
• Label the file with your last name and “Review” and the draft number (e.g. 

SmithReview1). (This will help you get into practice for the final portfolio.) 
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Review Rubric 

 Incomplete Developing Proficient Exceed Expectations Highly Proficient 

Content 
 
 

Missing 
significant 
parts of the 
review. The 
review lacks a 
purpose or 
single focus. 

Parts of the 
review are 
missing. Review 
needs more 
details and 
information. 

The parts of the 
review are all 
present. Review 
could use more 
detail and 
information.  

The review is 
complete in content 
with good use of 
details, information, 
and research. 

The content of the 
review is complete 
with a compelling 
use of detail, 
information, 
context, and 
research. 

0-31.25 31.25-36.75 36.75-42 42-47.25 47.25-52.5 

Organization 

 

Organization 
does not 
follow review 
pattern.  

Organization 
loosely follows 
review pattern 
but tends to 
wander around 
or is unclear.  

Organization follows 
the review pattern. 

Organization follows 
the review pattern in 
a way that brings the 
readers to a climactic 
moment. 

Organization 
follows the review 
pattern in a way 
that is powerful 
and even 
innovative.  

0-31.25 31.25-36.75 36.75-42 42-47.25 47.25-52.5 

Style 

 

Writing style 
is uneven and 
inconsistent. 

A voice emerges 
in places but 
needs to be 
more consistent 
or more fitting 
for the review.  

The voice is 
consistent but could 
be stronger or have 
more feeling. The 
tone of the review 
could be more 
consistent. 

The voice is 
consistent and 
engaging. The tone 
of the review holds 
the readers. 

The voice and tone 
are powerful, 
grabbing the 
readers’ attention 
in a visual and 
emotional way. 

0-13.5 13.5-15.75 15.75-18 18-20.25 20.25-22.5 

Design and 
Formatting 

 
 

Design does 
not follow 
guidelines on 
assignment 
sheet. 

Design follows 
some of the 
guidelines on the 
assignment 
sheet. 

Design follows most 
but not all of the 
guidelines on the 
assignment sheet. 

Design follows 
almost all of the 
guidelines on the 
assignment sheet 
with a couple lapses. 

Design follows 
guidelines on the 
assignment sheet 
with no or maybe 
one minor lapse.  

0-9 9-10.5 10.5-12 12-13.5 13.5-15 

Editing and 
Proofreading 

 
 

Many typos, 
grammar 
errors, and 
misspellings.  

More than a few 
typos, grammar 
errors, or 
misspellings. 

A few typos, 
grammar errors, or 
misspellings.  

Two or three typos, 
grammar errors, or 
misspellings.  

Almost no typos, 
grammar errors, or 
misspellings.  

0-4.5 4.5-5.25 5.25-6 6-6.75 6.75-7.5 

    Total Score: 
 
                 /150 points 
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Review Reflective Memo 

Assignment Prompt 

Our assignment asked you to write a review of a new experience. Now, I’d like you to 
reflect on your experience writing that piece. Your reflective memo will describe the 
writing process you used as you worked on this project.  

This memo can be more narrative, but it should still include specific examples from your 
experience. Describe them in detail as you reflect.  

A reflective memo is not just a list of answers to questions. You should organize this in a 
manner that makes sense for this kind of story (and genre). Consider this a smaller essay, if 
that helps you structure your ideas.  

Assignment Objectives 

In this assignment you should address, in some way, the following questions:  

• How was the review genre different from other types of essays you have written 
before? What was easier? What was difficult? How was it similar to other types of 
essays you have written?  

• Did having a defined audience (readers of the Purdue Exponent) change how you 
wrote the review? In what ways?  

• How did you incorporate feedback from workshop into your review? Did you? Why 
or why not? 

• What parts of your writing process were successful or helpful as you wrote? What 
would you change in future drafts of this or other projects?  

• What kind of research did you complete for this project? How was that kind of 
research different from your previous experiences with research? 

• What are some examples from your review that were successful? Why do you think 
they were successful for the context and audience of the assignment? 

Assignment Requirements 

Your essay should meet the following requirements— 

• Your reflective memo should be 250-500 words in a single-spaced document with 1-
inch margins on all sides.  

• Please put your name, the course title, and the due date at the top of the first page. 
• Title your assignment Review Reflective Memo.  
• Use Cambria, Times New Roman, Georgia, Helvetica, or Garamond typeface with a 

12 pt. font size.  
• All work should be submitted as a Microsoft Word Document. I do not accept Google 

Docs, links to assignments, or PDFs.  
• This assignment should be submitted through our course Blackboard site by the 

listed due date. I do not accept coursework through email.  
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